An m-sided Latin square is an arrangement of the numbers 1, 2, • • • , m into m rows and m columns in such a way that no row and no column contains any number twice. Two Latin squares are said to be orthogonal if when one is superimposed upon the other every ordered pair of numbers occurs once in the resulting square. Various methods have been devised for the construction of sets of orthogonal squares. However no method has as yet been given which would yield all possible sets of orthogonal Latin squares. In constructing orthogonal sets it is of value to have simple criteria which enable us to decide whether a given Latin square can be a member of an orthogonal pair.
THEOREM l.Ifin the Latin square L of side 4n+2 the square formed by the first 2n+l rows and the first 2n+l columns contains f ewer than n+1 numbers which are different from 1, 2, • • • , 2n+l then L is not a basis square.
PROOF. Denote by I the square formed by the first 2w+l rows and the first 2n+l columns, by II the square formed by the first 2n+l rows and the last 2n+l columns, by IV the square formed by the last 2n+l rows and the last 2n + l columns. Then if a number occurs a times in I it must occur 2n + l-a times in II and 2n+l~ (2n+l -a)=a times in IV. Hence in I and IV together every number occurs 2a times. Assume now that I contains fewer than n+l numbers different from Hence at least 2 numbers of L' would occur in I and IV an odd number of times; this is impossible. COROLLARY PROOF. Denote by I the square formed by the first 2n rows and the first 2n columns and by II the square formed by the last 2n + l rows and the last 2^ + 1 columns. By an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1 it may be shown that if a number occurs a times in I it must occur a + l times in II. Hence it occurs 2a + 1 times in I and II together. I and II together contain numbers different from 1, 2, • • • , 2n at most 2n + l-\-n -l-3n times and outside of I and II numbers of the set 1, 2, • • • , 2n occur at most n -1 times. If L f were orthogonal to L it would follow, using the methods of the proof of Theorem 1, that at least two numbers of L' would occur in I and II together an even number of times; this is impossible. * Numbers in brackets refer to the References listed at the end of the paper. In the following we shall use some notations and definitions introduced by the author in a previous paper [3] .
Let Pi be the permutation which transforms 1, 2, • • • , m into the ith row of the Latin square L. We identify L with its m row permutations and write L = (Pi, 
is orthogonal to B then PAQ is orthogonal to PBR for any permutations P, Q, R.
A is said to be equivalent to PAQ. If A\ is the identical permutation then A is said to be reduced. Clearly if A is reduced then also P~lAP is reduced.
We can now proceed to prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
Every 5-sided basis square whose first row is 12345 is a multiplication table of the cyclic group of order 5.
PROOF. It follows from Corollary 5 that a 5-sided basis square cannot contain a 2-sided Latin subsquare. Hence every row of a 5-sided basis square must be obtained from every other row by a cyclic permutation of order 5. Let L = (l, P 2 , P3, P4, P5) be a basis square. Pi is a cyclic permutation of order 5. Since in the symmetric group all cyclic permutations of the same order belong to the same class there exists a permutation Q such that Q^PtQ^(12345).
Q~lLQ=L' is by Lemma 1 a basis square. Its first row is 12345 and its second row 23451. Considering that no 2-sided subsquare may be contained in a 5-sided basis square we obtain as possible third rows of L' the rows 31524, 35214, 34512. The first two of these third rows lead necessarily to Latin squares with 2-sided subsquares, the third leads to a multiplication table of the group of order 5.
We shall say that a Latin square is based on a permutation group G if its rows can be obtained from the row 1, 2, • • -, m by the permutations of G. THEOREM 
Two Latin squares based on two different permutation groups of order 5 cannot be orthogonal.
Let Z and Z' be two such groups. If P?*l is in Z then P-^Z'P^Z', for otherwise one could obtain a group of degree 5 and order 25. By transforming Z' with the permutations of Z we can therefore obtain 5 different permutation groups all different from Z. But the symmetric group of degree 5 has only 6 subgroups of order 5. Hence every subgroup of order 5 which is different from Z can be obtained by transforming Z' with the permutations of Z. Such a transformation applied to Z itself leaves all elements of Z fixed. Hence if a Latin square based on Z were orthogonal to a Latin square based on Z' it would also be orthogonal to a Latin square based on any other group of order and degree 5.
It is therefore sufficient to show that the Latin square We shall now define a slightly different procedure by which orthogonal squares may be obtained from complete mappings. It has been shown in [3] that every complete mapping can be transformed into a complete mapping S for which 1^ = 1. In the following we shall consider only complete mappings which have this property.
Let Gi = 1, • • • , G m be the elements of a group G. Let S be a complete mapping of G. We form two Latin squares ii and Z2 in the following manner : In theith row and &th column of Zi write / UGiGk = Gi. In the ith row and &th column of L2 write I if GiGkG£~GiGf. £1 and £2 are Latin squares since they are multiplication tables of G. Moreover L\ is orthogonal to L2. Otherwise for some i, j, k, I with (vi)^(£, I) we should have (1) GiPj = Gj£i = G m and (1) and (2) must hold if the pair m, n occurs in the ith row and j'th column and in the &th row and Ith column.) But from (1) and (2) follows G^Gf.
Since S is a biunique mapping this is possible only if j -I. It follows then from (1) that i = k contrary to our assumption.
Let L x consist of the same permutations as Z2Î we shall show that the mapping T defined by Gi=GiGf is an automorphism.
To prove this we have to show that from 
The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4 and 5.
A set of m -1 orthogonal m-sided squares is said to be a complete set of Latin squares.
In the following we shall abbreviate finite two-dimensional projective geometry by PG2.
In his beautiful paper where, for r^2 t the number I r is the number in the J 0 th row and the iist column of the rth Latin square. We form m 2 +m lines Lik
where Lik is the set of all points whose ith number is k. Thus we obtain m + 1 sets of parallel lines, each set containing m lines. From the orthogonality of the Latin squares it follows that two nonparallel lines intersect in only one point. We add now one point to each set of parallels and let this additional point lie on every line of the set. The set of added points forms the "line at infinity." Two lines then intersect in one and only one point. From this and the fact that m + 1 lines pass through every point it follows easily that every pair of points is contained in one and only one line. Thus we obtain a PG% with m 2 +m + l points arranged in m 2 +m + l lines. We shall exemplify R. C. Bose's construction by constructing a finite projective geometry consisting of 13 points from a set of 2 orthogonal 3-sided Latin squares. We start from a 3-sided GraecoLatin square whose boxes, that is to say our finite points, we shall denote by letters. As an application of Theorems 3, 4, 5, and 6 we shall prove the following: THEOREM 7. Every PG% with 6 points on every line is the analytic geometry of GF (5) . It is also easy to show that every complete set of 2, 3, and 4-sided Latin squares is based on a Galois field. Hence also the uniqueness of PGVs with 3,4, and S points on every line can be proved in the same manner.
The uniqueness of finite geometries with less than 6 points on every line was first proved by J. H. M. Wedderburn and O. Veblen [4] . The uniqueness of finite geometries with 6 points on every line was first demonstrated by C. R. Maclnnes [5] in a rather laborious tactical enumeration of cases.
